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Cooking for the comrades
Local chef
slings hash in
Sochi
By Jenn Rein
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Valley Citizen of the Month for May Becky
Maness, received a night’s lodging at the
Teton Springs Lodge and Spa.
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In the midst of cooking for the men’s
U.S. Alpine Ski Team while they trained
in New Zealand last August, Tanya
Alexander was extended a once in a
lifetime offer. Glowing reports of her
cooking prowess and nutritional savvy
had reached the powers that be. She was
approached by the U.S. Ski & Snowboard
Association’s High Performance Director,
Troy Flanagan. He had one question: “You
wanna go to Russia?”
The owner/chef of Forage Bistro in
Driggs agreed to go immediately, but it
took some months for the ball to start
rolling. Once it did she said, “Everything
happened really fast.” A trip in November
to the U.S. Olympic Committee training
center in Colorado Springs afforded the
opportunity to plan the menus that would
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As a chef in Sochi for the American Ski & Snowboard Team, Tanya Alexander says her specialty was “comfort Americana
with a twist and nice sauces.” You can find the same fresh food coming out of her kitchen at Forage Bistro in Driggs.
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“We developed a sense
of camaraderie over the
common language of
food. ”
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A Safe Location

My name is Zazu and I am a feline
munchkin!

Teton County Fire & Rescue is partnering with Family Safety Network
PO Box 474 | 911 North Hwy 33 | Driggs, ID 83422
PO Box 474 | 911 North Hwy 33 | Driggs, ID 83422
(FSN) to provide
a secure
and safe
haven
for victims of domestic violence
Phone:
208-354-2760
• Fax:
208-354-2764
Phone: 208-354-2760 • Fax: 208-354-2764
or sexual assault. Fire department personnel are trained in domestic
violence and sexual assault dynamics, responding to victim trauma, and
issues of confidentiality.
Each of the three fire stations in Teton Valley is a safe location for victims
to seek immediate temporary shelter. Fire personnel will provide a private
room, access to FSN advocates, and emergency medical services.
911 N. Hwy. 33, Driggs • 60 Elm St., Victor • 3204 Perry Ave., Tetonia

Alexander further describes the standard
for the U.S. athletes as, “good food with
variety, but no caloric restrictions.” The
athletes remain in control of their fuel
intake, tempering it as needed for the
events they have to endure. While a female
ski jumper might go very light on meals
until her event in order to catch the right
amount of air, a male downhill skier like
Bode Miller would want to pack on the
calories to enhance his performance.
For the team on which Alexander was
assigned, with Tran, Nowicki and Cherry
De Los Santos, this Olympic kitchen
experience was not a common one. The
U.S. Ski & Snowboard Team was set apart
from the Olympic Village and its dining
hall. They were housed and fed at the
Mont Yard Hotel. The athletes and staff
members served daily numbered around
one hundred. While the buffet style meal
prep took place, a Russian staff worked in
Sochi continued on A15

They thought I was feral when I was
trapped, but I soon started to become
the most affectionate little kitty and
now I am one of the staff’s favorites,
although I would rather be in a home
with a real family!

Teton Valley
Community Animal Shelter
All adoptable animals are vaccinated,
microchipped and spayed/neutered.

If you can’t adopt, are you interested in fostering?

If so, please call us at 208-354-3499.

www.tvshelter.org
PO Box 474 • 911 North Hwy. 33 • Driggs, ID 83422
Phone: 208-354-2760 • Fax: 208-354-2764

This ad was generously sponsored by Lulu’s Fund.
If you are interested in sponsoring a pet-of-the-week ad,
please email manager@tvshelter.org. Thanks!
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TVCR to host screening of Chasing Ice
By Dana Drugmand
Combining stunning cinematography
with a powerful message about climate
change, the film Chasing Ice has
moved audiences around the world
and has won numerous awards at film
festivals worldwide. Now, the acclaimed
environmental documentary is coming to
Teton Valley.
Teton Valley Community Recycling will
host a free screening of Chasing Ice this
Friday starting at 6:30 pm at the Senior
Center in Driggs. The film is the third and
final in a series of environmental films that
TVCR presented this winter with funding
from Targhee Protect Our Winters.
“It was a huge decision for us to do it
because it is a bigger film than the other
ones we’ve shown in the series and costs
a little bit more,” said TVCR executive
director Tanya Anderson. “But we did
decide in the end that we really want
people in Teton Valley to be able to see this
very important film.”
Chasing Ice is the story of one man’s
mission to change the tide of history by
gathering undeniable evidence of our
changing planet. In 2005 photographer
James Balog, then a climate skeptic,
embarked on an assignment for National
Geographic to capture evidence of our
warming world in the Arctic. What he

found not only changed his perspective
on climate change, but inspired him to
want to share what he was witnessing with
others. With a band of young adventurers,
Balog launched the Extreme Ice Survey,
deploying time-lapse cameras across the
Arctic to captured a multi-year record of
the world’s changing glaciers. The result
is hauntingly beautiful videos that capture
ancient mountains of ice as they disappear
forever.
The film has been recognized at over 30
film festivals including Sundance where
it won the Excellence in Cinematography
for a U.S. Documentary award. The
Huffington Post calls it “hauntingly
beautiful,” and the Boston Globe writes,
“As much as one may intellectually
believe in climate change, to see it actually
happening has the power to stun a viewer
into wordlessness.”
“One of the reasons to see the film is
that it’s just beautiful. The cinematography
is amazing,” said Anderson. “I think it
makes its point visually. It’s not a preachy
film in any way. You can watch it and you
can see it for yourself, the power of the
cameras and the time-lapse videos he set
up, and the rate of change that’s happening
in our world.”
The free screening is family-friendly
and will feature free popcorn as well as
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The Teton Valley Community Recycling will host a free screening of Chasing Ice
this Friday starting at 6:30 p.m. at the Senior Center in Driggs.
pizza from Tony’s and soda from Grand
Teton Brewing available for purchase. The
sale of soda and pizza will help cover the
additional cost of showing this renowned
film.
“We want to be able to provide
entertainment with a movie that’s really

powerful and get’s people to think,” said
Anderson. “I’ve seen it other places but
really wanted to bring it to Teton Valley.
So I’m hoping a lot of people will take
advantage of the opportunity to see it.”

Alta author to speak at
Alta Branch Library
By Dana Drugmand
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Professional chef Tanya Alexander takes in the sites at Sochi.

Sochi
continued A3
the same kitchen plating beautiful meals
for hotel guests. Alexander speaks of
both the talent in the Russian kitchen and
the warmth, “They weren’t there to help
us, really, but they did in so many ways”,
she says. The Americans were guests in
the Russian kitchen, but were made to
feel at home. “We developed a sense of
camaraderie over the common language of
food.”
In the first days of Olympic
competition, an attempt to assign strict
mealtimes fell flat. A decision was made
to keep the kitchen open between meals
and late into the evening. In the beginning,
this resulted in sixteen hour days for
the chefs. They jokingly referred to the
experience as the “Five Star Penitentiary”,
but by no means was this reflection on
the accommodations. “The kitchen was
beautiful – the equipment was top notch. It
all worked”, Alexander reports.
In the end, the team found they had
very little food left over. They had used
all of the ingredients they had sourced, to
include some 2,000 pounds of meat. They
were able to feed the athletes just as they
had planned. Alexander is clear about her

feelings on the trip, “My skills served me
well, but for me, this experience had little
to do with my vocation. This was a cultural
exchange. It was about meeting people and
sharing a common bond.” Sochi’s region
and its locals rest fondly in her memory. “I
hope to someday go back there for a real
vacation.”
Harissa sauce (featured in the picture on
A3 with roast chicken)
Grind in a dry blender...
(Spice base)
4 dried chilies
2 TB fenugreek seed
6 TB smoked paprika
2 TB sea salt
1 TB cinnamon
2 TB cumin seed
1/2 tsp allspice
Add 3 TB dry spice blend in a blender
with...
1 cup olive
2 cloves garlic
Zest and juice of one lemon
Coat and roast with chicken, carrots, beans,
cauliflower, potato, have fun!

As a mother of six, Alta resident
LeAnn Bednar has become well versed in
storytelling. She would often tell bedtime
stories to her children as she tucked them
in at night, making the stories up on the
spot to include random items chosen by
her kids. Eventually, this led her to begin
writing.
“It was initially my kids who
encouraged me to write,” said the author
of My Final Ride, a story of her father’s
journey along the Great Western Trail from
Canada to Mexico riding a mule while
battling stage-three bone marrow cancer/
multiple myeloma.
The book, which came out in late
December 2013, tells the tale of Charles
Christensen and the obstacles he faced
while riding his beloved mule Teancum
from Canada to Mexico. Bednar wrote
the story from her father’s point of view
and based it on interviews with friends
and family, newspaper articles, her own
experiences at the time, and her father’s
diary. Ultimately, it is a story of hope and
perseverance.
“He had people all along tell him you
can’t do this, you’re too sick, you’re mule
will never make it, and he was extremely
sick,” said Bednar, “yet I guess the theme
of the book would be to live your dreams,
dream big and don’t give up, keep going.”
Bednar self-published the book as she
wanted to have control over it rather than
concede ownership to a publisher. That

process, she said, “has been a real learning
experience,” since she has had to learn
how to market the book, to keep records,
and to acquire a copyright and Library of
Congress number.
Having been through the process once,
Bednar plans on continuing to write and
publish books. Her next book will be about
her family’s experience living in the small
Inuit village of Wales, Alaska and her
father’s revival of the community’s lost
tradition of whale
hunting.
Bednar
is currently
promoting My
Final Ride and
will be at the Alta
Library on March
20 for a book
talk and signing.
She will read an
Bednar
excerpt from her
book and then talk
about the writing
process and delve a little bit into her dad’s
experience. Books will be available for
purchase and Bednar will do a signing. The
event starts at 6:30 p.m.
“This book is a story of perseverance,
of overcoming hardships,” said Bednar.
She hopes that her father’s story inspires
others to persevere through their own
struggles. “It’s encouraging and gives hope
to people to see other people overcome
their obstacles and hardships, because then
we believe we can do the same.”

